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Abstract: The purpose of the thesis was to study the feasibility of using genetic 

algorithm (GA) to do the integrated software pipelining (ISP). Different from phased 

code generation, ISP is a technique which integrates instruction selection, instruction 

scheduling, and register allocation together when doing code generation. ISP is able to 

provide a lager solution space than phased way does, which means that ISP has 

potential to generate more optimized code than phased code generation. However, 

integrated compiling costs more than phased compiling. GA is stochastic beam search 

algorithm which can accelerate the solution searching and find an optimized result. 

An experiment was designed for verifying feasibility of implementing GA for ISP 

(GASP). The implemented algorithm analyzed data dependency graphs of loop bodies, 

created genes for the graphs and evolved, generated schedules, calculated and 

evaluated fitness, and obtained optimized codes. The fitness calculation was 

implemented by calculating the maximum value between the smallest possible 

resource initiation interval and the smallest possible recurrence initiation interval. The 

experiment was conducted by generating codes from data dependency graphs 

provided in FFMPEG and comparing the performance between GASP and integer 

linear programming (ILP). The results showed that out of eleven cases that ILP had 

generated code, GASP performed close to ILP in seven cases. In all twelve cases that 

ILP did not have result, GASP did generate optimized code. To conclude, the study 

indicated that GA was feasible of being implemented for ISP. The generated codes 

from GASP performed similar with the codes from ILP. And for the dependency 

graphs that ILP could not solve in a limited time, GASP could also generate optimized 

results.  
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1. Introduction 

Embedded systems usually execute the same segment of code over and over again. To 

increase the overall performance of the embedded systems, optimization of loops in 

embedded systems is a very important issue.  

 

Integrated software pipelining (ISP) is a complex optimization problem in generating 

highly optimized code for loops to be executed on instruction-level parallel processors. 

Mattias Eriksson has developed and implemented an algorithm which uses integer 

linear programming (ILP) to do integrated modulo scheduling for clustered Very Long 

Instruction Word (VLIW) architectures [12]. The idea of the algorithm is to solve the 

modulo scheduling problem with instruction selection and cluster assignment 

integrated.  

 

However the ILP based algorithm can only be used for small and medium-sized loops. 

For larger problems, a heuristic algorithm should be developed. Eriksson et al. [13] 

presents a genetic algorithm (GA), also known as evolutionary algorithm, for 

integrated code generation of basic blocks (BB). The test result shows that compared 

with the codes generated from the ILP based algorithm, the codes generated from the 

GA consume at most 14% more execution time and on average 0% - 5% more 

execution time. Furthermore, the GA can also optimize codes that are too large for the 

ILP based algorithm to handle.  

 

The goal of this thesis is to develop a GA for ISP of loops, implement the algorithm 

component for the Optimist project, verify the feasibility of using GA to solve the 

modulo scheduling problem and evaluate the optimization efficiency. 
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2. Background 

The thesis aims at experimenting the feasibility and performance of implementing GA 

for ISP. This chapter introduces the basic theories of ISP and GA and the background 

information of the Optimist framework which the experiment is based on. 

2.1. Integrated Software Pipelining 

2.1.1. Very Long Instruction Word Architectures 

Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) architecture is an architecture where multiple 

RISC-level operations can be executed per clock cycle under the control of a VLIW to 

make the operations parallel [9]. In VLIW architectures each instruction consists of 

many independent operations executed in parallel. The instruction level parallelism is 

static. It is the compiler which decides what operations are to be executed in one 

instruction word.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 A clustered VLIW architecture. Adapted from [17] 

 

Clustered VLIW architecture splits the monolithic architecture into smaller clusters. 

Each cluster contains a local register file fully interconnected with the cluster’s 

functional units [2]. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a clustered VLIW architecture. In 

Figure 2.1 there are two clusters and to each of the register files four functional units 

are connected. Clustering reduces the complexity of the bypass network in terms of 

the number of data paths. Furthermore, clustering reduces the fan-out of registers and 

speeds them up. However, clustering makes it more difficult to compile because it 

makes the interdependencies between the phases of code generation even stronger 

[12].  

 

The TMS320C6000 platform is part of the TMS320 family of digital signal processors 
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[17]. TMS320C62x (C62x) are fixed-point devices in the TMS320C6000 platform. 

C62x feature the VelociTI architecture which is a high-performance, advanced, and 

clustered VLIW architecture. C62x has eight functional units, including two 

multipliers and six arithmetic units. It executes up to eight instructions per cycle. 

C62x consists of two general-purpose register files, eight functional units (L, S, M 

and D for each bank), two load-from-memory paths, two store-to-memory paths, two 

register file cross paths and two data address paths. Functional unit L performs 

32/40-bit arithmetic and compare operations, leftmost 1 or 0 bit counting for 32 bits, 

normalization count for 32 and 40 bits and 32-bit logical operations. The functional 

unit S performs 32-bit arithmetic operations, 32/40-bit shifts and 32-bit bit-field 

operations, 32-bit logical operations, branches, constant generations and Register 

transfer to/from the control register file (S2 only). The M unit performs 1616× bit 

multiply operations. And the D unit performs 32-bit add, subtract, linear and circular 

address calculation, loads and stores with a 5-bit constant offset and loads and stores 

with a 15-bit constant offset (D2 only).  

2.1.2. Software Pipelining 

Software pipelining (SP) compacts codes and increases parallelism by overlapping 

independent instructions from different iterations. By increasing the parallelism, the 

total execution time of a loop will be reduced though the execution time for a single 

iteration is possibly increased [3].  

 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic showing how SP works for the parallelism of a loop. Each 

column represents a block of an iteration in the loop. 

 

Figure 2.2 illustrates a schematic of how SP works. The iterations are not executed one 

after another. Iterations are followed by their next iteration after some clock cycles 

which are shorter than the length of an iteration.  
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Some terminologies are defined to describe the behaviour of SP: 

� Prologue: the period from the start of execution of the loop to the time that the 

first iteration completes [18].  

� Epilogue: the period from the point that the last iteration is started to the end of 

the execution of the loop [18].  

� Kernel: steady state. The paralleled repeating pattern which consists of the 

pipelined loop body.  

� Initiation Interval (II): When the loop is pipelined, the clock difference between 

the starts of two adjacent iterations is II. 

 

 

 
The execution of the code in Code 2.1 makes the benefit of SP illustrated with the 

following assumption for simplicity: 

1. In a single clock cycle, the machine can issue a load, a store, an arithmetic 

operation and a branch operation simultaneously.  

2. Use   

BL R, L 

 instead of 

CMP R, 5 

JNZ L 

to represent the loop-back operation. The iteration number is passed to register R 

initially. The BL instruction decrements R. If R is not 0 then it branches to L. 

3. Memory operations have an auto-increment addressing mode. The register is 

automatically increased to the next address after each memory operation.  

4. The memory operations take 5 clock cycles and the other operations take 

single-clock cycle latency. 

Code 2.1 a typical do-all loop 

for (int i = 0; i < 5; i ++){ 

 D[ i ] = A[ i ] * B[ i ] + c; 

} 
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The generated code, Code 2.2, takes 9 clock cycles in each iteration. The number of 

iterations is 5. The total number of clock cycles used for this do-all loop is 

95× +loop_head where loop_head is the number of commented clock cycles used for 

initializing the loop. 

Code 2.2 Code generated from Code 2.1 without SP. 

// R1, R2, R3 = &A, &B, &D 

// R4 = c 

// R10 = 4 

L:  LD  R5, R1 (R1++) 

 LD  R6, R2 (R2++) 

 nop 

 nop 

 nop 

 MUL R7, R5, R6 

 ADD R8, R7, R4 

 ST  R3, R8 (R3++) 

BL   R10, L 
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Code 2.3 shows that when SP is applied to code generation, the generated code 

consumes 25+loop_head clock cycles which is about half of the time used by the 

non-SP code. It is illustrated from the Code 2.3 that when overlapping the generated 

code using SP, the execution time of the loop is compacted. The time saved in this 

case is about 4 clock cycles per iteration.  

 

In each loop, II is restricted by loop carried data dependences as well as resource 

limitation. The minimum II (MII) is the minimum value of II which depends on the 

following two variables: 

� Recurrence constrained MII (RecMII): Maximal accumulated latency of the 

circuits in the dependence graph divided by accumulated dependence 

distances; 

� Resource constrained MII (ResMII): Maximum resource usage requirements 

Code 2.3 Code generated from Code 2.1 with SP.  

// loop_head 

(1) LD 

(2) LD 

(3) nop 

(4) nop 

(5) nop   LD 

(6) MUL  LD 

(7) ADD  nop 

(8) ST   nop 

(9) BL   nop   LD 

(10)    MUL  LD 

(11)    ADD  nop 

(12)    ST   nop 

(13)    BL   nop   LD 

(14)       MUL  LD 

(15)       ADD  nop 

(16)       ST   nop 

(17)       BL   nop   LD 

(18)          MUL  LD 

(19)          ADD  nop 

(20)          ST   nop 

(21)          BL   nop 

(22)             MUL 

(23)             ADD 

(24)             ST 

(25)             BL 
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of one iteration. 

The value of MII describes the maximum optimization capacity SP can do to a 

loop.  

The equation for calculating MII is )Re,max(Re sMIIcMIIMII = . Modulo 

scheduling is a method that tries to pipeline the schedule with II = MII, II= MII + 1, II 

= MII + 2 until a valid schedule is found, and the goal of modulo scheduling is to find 

the smallest possible initiation interval (SII) [10] for the schedule to pipeline. SII is 

different from MII is that MII is the lower bound such that no schedule can have II 

lower than MII under certain dependency and resource status, but SII is the smallest II 

with which a schedule is able to pipeline. 

2.1.3. Integrated Code Generation 

A compiler is a software system that translates one programming language to another. 

The compiler in this thesis translates high-level language, such as C or C++, into 

machine language with static instruction level parallelism. It is the compiler that 

generates parallelism for such architectures.  

 

The front end of compilers takes high-level source code as input and translates it into 

some intermediate representation (IR). The back end takes the IR generated from the 

front end, performs optimization and generates the machine code. As shown in Figure 

2.3, the code generation from IR to the final executable code usually performs the 

following three steps in some sequence [12]: 

� Instruction selection: select target instructions matching the IR 

� Instruction scheduling: map the selected instructions to suitable execution time 

slots. 

� Register allocation: allocate registers to variables and the intermediate values to 

be stored.  
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Figure 2.3 Phase ordering code generation. Adapted from [5] 

 

Figure 2.4 Integrated code generation. Adapted from [5] 
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Doing these phases in order is easy, but the solution space does not cover all the 

solutions which may contain more optimized solution than the phased generation. The 

integration of these phases provides more chances for optimization. Figure 2.3 and 

Figure 2.4 show the integration of the three phases. The integrated compiling costs 

more than phase ordering compiling because considering all the phases 

simultaneously causes even more “combinatorial explosion” [12].  

2.2. Genetic Algorithm 

GA is a kind of stochastic beam search. In GA the successor states are generated by 

the combination of two parent states instead of modifying a single state [16]. GA 

simulates natural evolution by the reproduction of states and fitness selection among 

the individuals.  

 

The GA is a simulation of the natural evolution and selection. In the real world, the 

nature has generated very large quantities of organisms. Some of the organisms died 

out and some of them are still keeping very robust lives and passing from generation 

to generation. As described in Darwin’s The Origin of species on the Basis of Natural 

Selection, the offspring are similar to their parents who fit for the environment with 

some differences. This can be explained by the gene and inheritance theories. The 

protein and cells are generated according the sequence of the organisms’ genes. The 

genes are inherited from the parent generation of the organism with some changes, or 

mutations, in the genes. If the environment changes slowly, the major part of the 

genes from the fit parents can make the organism keeps alive and fit the environment. 

When the environment changes suddenly, it is possible that the organisms which used 

to fit die in the sudden change. But there is still possibility that some mutated species 

fit the change and grow robust. The extinction of the dinosaurs and most of the 

modern existing life forms are example.  

 

GA uses this gene, inheritance and mutation pattern to choose the fit individuals and 

select the best occurrence in the history. (Like some celebrities are still remembered 

by the world, they are just examples of genes with the best fitness in some aspect). In 

biology, the gene is represented by a sequence of four types of DNA – AGTC. 

However, in GA the gene is represented as bit string. 
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Figure 2.5 GA: simulate the evolution to find a fit individual. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 GA gene crossover (b). Adapted from [11] 
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Figure 2.5 shows the strategy that GA uses to find a fit individual. The algorithm takes 

a population – some randomly generated individuals – and makes the population to 

evolve. The evolution includes cross-over and mutation and then generates the next 

generation. When some individual in the population is fit enough, the best individual 

in the population will be the final output of the algorithm. 

2.2.1. Fitness 

Fitness, also known as a fitness function, is a measurement of the performance of 

individuals in a population. The fitness function mimics the behaviour of natural 

evaluation and selection [1]. It takes an individual as input parameter and returns the 

measurable value as the fitness of the individual. The GA searches in the search space 

and takes the individual with the best fitness result as the optimized solution. The 

individual with the greatest fitness value does not necessarily indicate the best 

individual. The fitness is measured specifically by the purpose of the individual. 

2.2.2. Evolution  

The reproduction is accomplished by crossover and mutation. At the beginning of one 

generation evolution, the individuals are selected and paired randomly or in a strategic 

way. Then crossover occurs on each pair. The crossover function searches for the pair 

of individuals’ genes and finds a point that suits the gene exchanging. If the point is 

not found, this pair of individuals is discarded and a new pair is selected until a pair 

with crossover point is found. When the crossover point is found, the genes of both 

individuals exchange at the crossover point. For example an individual with gene 

ba PXX  and an individual with gene ba PYY  crossover at point P and generate the 

offspring ba PYX  and ba PXY . Figure 2.6 illustrates how the crossover happens in the 

GA. 

 

After the crossover, mutation occurs. The generated gene mutates at certain bit(s). The 

mutation occurs at some predefined gene bits so that the absolutely not fit individuals 

are not generated. At the bits that are able to mutate, the mutation happens at a certain 

probability. The mutation can simply be done by changing the mutated bits by XOR 

by 1. 

 

At the end of the evolution of a generation is the selection. The population has a limit 

for individuals. This limit is necessary especially for those unlimited search space 

cases. If the evolution does not set a limit for population, the population explosion can 
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cause the lack of resources so that the generation cannot pass down and the optimized 

result may not appear. With the limit set to the population, there can be some strategy 

to select which individuals can survive to the next generation and which can not. This 

selection is based on the result of the fitness function.  

 

When the evolution of a generation is complete, the evolution of the next generation 

starts with the new set of population. 

2.3. Optimist Framework 

Creating a compiler is generally very time consuming and expensive. Eriksson et al. 

[13] have implemented a GA optimizer for generating code at BB level in a 

retargetable compiler framework called Optimist. To study the feasibility of applying 

GA for SP, the author designs and implements a genetic algorithm for software 

pipelining (GASP) to test the feasibility and optimization efficiency of GASP on 

Optimist. 

2.3.1. Retargetable code generation 

A compiler translates source code into object code for a target machine. A retargetable 

compiler can translate for multiple targets [7]. The machine-specific architecture 

information is isolated from the compiler and can be easily replaced for different 

target machines. 

 

Source Code 
Front End 

Intermediate 

representation 
Back End Generated 

code 
Lexical Analysis 

Syntax Analysis 

Semantic Analysis 

Data Flow Analysis 

Control Flow Analysis 

Optimization 

Code Generation 

Parser 

Architecture 

Description 

Architecture 

Information 
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Figure 2.7 Overview of a retargetable compiler.  

 

Figure 2.7 shows how the final code is generated based on the machine description. To 

change the generated code to another target machine, the machine description is to be 

changed instead of the kernel of the compiler. Leupers [14] has given a more complete 

treatment of retargetable compiling.  

2.3.2. The Optimist Framework 

The experiment uses Optimist, a retargetable compiler framework, to implement the 

GASP and test the feasibility.  

 

Optimist is an experiment purposed retargetable C++ compiler framework. The front 

end of Optimist uses LCC to compile source code into an intermediate representation 

(IR). The back end of Optimist generates the target assembly code from the IR passed 

from the front end. The user can choose the architecture on which the assembly code 

is based as well as the optimization algorithm implemented in the back end. Optimist 

uses the extended architecture description mark-up language (xADML) to describe 

the target architecture. The implemented integrated code generation algorithms are 

dynamic programming, ILP, a simple heuristic search, GA, etc.  

 

Eriksson et al. [13] design and implement the GA for BB in Optimist. The gene in this 

algorithm is a representation of the order of IR nodes for consideration, the transfer 

instruction selection for IR nodes and the instruction selection for covering IR nodes. 

The algorithm calculates the fitness by measuring the execution time of the BB. The 

less time slots a BB uses, the better performance the code is generated with. The 

algorithm uses binary tournament to select parents. Each time to select two parents, 

the compiler chooses four individuals randomly and separates them into two groups. 

The best individuals of each group are the parents to reproduce two children. 
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3. Methodologies and Implementation 

Eriksson [12] shows that ILP performances are slightly better than GA for small BBs 

in integrated code generation. But GA is able to generate code for some big BBs 

which ILP cannot, though the GA uses much longer time than ILP to generate code. 

This chapter discusses the methodologies used for designing a GA for modulo 

scheduling and briefly introduces the implementation of GASP.  

 

3.1. Fitness Calculation 

The performance of a generated code from a BB using GA is measured by the time 

the code uses from the beginning of the first instruction to the end of all instructions.  

 

In modulo scheduling, the length of the loop cannot be measured simply by the length 

of the loop body. The short loop body codes do not necessarily perform better in SP. 

In this thesis we extend the GA into GASP by modifying the fitness function. We use 

SII instead of the length of the loop body to measure how generated codes perform in 

SP. The value of SII is the smallest II starting from MII which makes the created 

schedule valid in software pipelining. 

3.1.1. Dependence Constraints 

Dependence constraints are determined such that for each edge in the data dependence 

graph (DDG) II must meet equation: 

IIdTT tbse *≤−  

where seT  is the end time of the edge source vertex and lTT sbse +=  ( sbT  is the 

begin time of the edge source vertex and l  is the latency of the source vertex 

instruction); tbT  is the begin time of the edge target vertex; d is the iteration 

distance between the source and the target. This equation illustrates that if the distance 

of the dependence edge is 0 the target must start after the source in the schedule; if the 

distance is greater than 0 the equation 






 −
≥

d

TT
ceilII tbse  must meet. 
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In reality, the Optimist framework does not support DDG. The IR that Optimist uses is 

a directed acyclic graph (DAG) for BBs. When implementing GASP we modify 

Optimist and replace the DAG that GA uses with an “extradag”. The “extradag” is 

actually a file that contains a DDG. We keep the name dag here, though it is not a dag, 

just to follow the naming convention that GA uses. In the backend, the compiler 

assigns the “extradag” to a DDG variable. Then it removes all the data dependence 

edges whose distance is greater than 0 and assigns the result graph to the DAG 

variable that GA uses. Distance here indicates the iteration distance between the two 

nodes of a loop-carried dependency. An edge with distance > 0( de ) indicates 

dependency over iterations and the distance is the number of iterations after which the 

target node of the edge depends on the source node of the edge. For example, an edge 

with distance 3 stands for a dependency that the target node uses the source node after 

3 iteration of the loop. After we remove all loop-carried dependencies, the given DDG 

becomes a DAG that only concerns the dependencies within one iteration. And we can 

consider the DAG represents the BB of the loop body. Then we use GA to generate 

optimized schedules based on this DAG. When the schedule is generated, we use the 

given schedule to analyze recurrence constraint by looking at de . The recurrence 

check tests whether all the edges in the DDG meet the equation under a certain II. If 

the dependency meets the recurrence constraint under certain II, this II is used for 

calculating the fitness.  

3.1.2. Resource Availability 

Resource availability depends on the number of function units of different types and 

the number of instructions in the loop body that must use resources of such type. 

More precisely, no two instructions use the same resource at the same time. To 

achieve this goal, we use a resource availability list and a resource checker to keep 

track of the resource usage in the loop body. When a schedule of an individual is 

generated, all instructions are issued at a certain time slot for a certain period. Figure 

3.1 shows the implementation of the resource checker. The resource checker retrieves 

instructions, and for each instruction the resource checker extracts the type of function 

unit which the instruction uses and the time slots where the instruction is executed. If 

there is no available resource for the instruction at the time slots where the instruction 

is executed, the checker returns false and the II is incremented by 1 and the resource 

check is started all over. As soon as all the instructions pass the check at a given II, the 

resource availability is valid under this II and the resource checker returns true. 
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Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the resource checker. 

3.1.3. Implementation of Fitness function 

The fitness function returns the SII as the fitness of the individual. The fitness 

function enumerates an II variable from 1 (theoretically the II variable should start 

with a calculated MII, but for simplicity we choose 1 as the MII) to the length of the 

schedule of the individual. If the II passes both the resource check and the dependence 

check, the II is returned as SII – the fitness of the individual. If the II does not pass 

either of the checks, the II is incremented by 1 and we do the both checks again until a 

SII is found. Figure 3.2 shows the flow of the fitness function. 
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True
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Figure 3.2 Flow chart of fitness function. 

3.2. Genetic Algorithm for Software Pipelining 

As described in 2.2, the implementation of a GA includes a fitness function, parent 

selection, crossover and mutation. In this thesis the GASP is implemented as an 

extension of the GA implemented in Eriksson’s work [12]. The major difference is the 

fitness calculation. Besides this, GASP performs very similar to Eriksson’s GA.  

3.2.1. Parent Selection 

The first generation of population is generated from a HS1 like heuristic. HS1 is a 

heuristic whose search is exhaustive concerning instruction selection and transfers but 

not scheduling [6]. The HS1 heuristic is fast but the results are usually not very good.   

 

From the second generation, the parent selection uses binary tournament to choose 
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individuals in the population as parents. The compiler chooses four individuals 

randomly from the population and separates them into two groups. The individuals 

with the best fitness in each group are the chosen parents.  

3.2.2. Crossover 

The crossover operation takes the genes from the two parents and uses them to 

generate two offspring. To generate the children, the compiler first finds a crossover 

point that the parents’ genes match. The matching point n is determined such that the 

partial schedules (first n IR nodes) in both parents have scheduled the same subset of 

nodes and have the same pipeline status at the reference time (the last time slot where 

an instruction is scheduled): The pending latencies for the same values in the two 

partial schedules and the resource usages for reference time and future time slots are 

the same. If there is no matching point for the parents, the compiler will choose 

another pair of parents to do the reproduction. If there is only one matching point, this 

point is chosen as the crossover point. If there are more than one matching points, the 

compiler chooses a random matching point as crossover point. Once the crossover 

point is chosen, children are generated by crossing over the two parents at the 

crossover point. The two parents exchange the genes from the crossover point to the 

end and the results are the children. 

 

3.2.3. Mutation 

After crossover, the generated children are able to be mutated. The mutation can 

happen on three aspects [12]: 

� In one individual the positions of two nodes in the node order can be changed. 

There must not be a dependence between these two nodes.  

� For an IR node (or a group of IR nodes), the instruction for covering the node(s) 

can be changed.  

� The existence of a transfer instruction can be changed when the IR node is 

considered for instruction selection and scheduling. 

3.2.4. Survival 

There are two parameters that can control the survival strategy of the generated 

population. 

� The parents are either allowed or disallowed to survive in the next generation. If 

the parents are not allowed, there are only the children individuals that compete in 

the next generation. If the parents survive, the parents and the children complete 
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together in the next generation. 

� In one created generation, the survivors can be the best-n survivors or selected by 

the roulette wheel method [13]. The best-n survivor selection is done by retaining 

the n individuals with the best fitness and truncating the rest. In the roulette wheel 

method, each individual has a probability to survive. The probability for 

individual i  is proportional to
w

iw

F

FF −
, where wF  is the fitness for the worst 

individual, iF  is the fitness for individual i . 
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4. Results 

The experiments were performed on a machine with Quad-Core AMD Opteron™ 

Processor 2376, 2.2GHz processor with 4 GB RAM, 4×512 KB L2 cache, and 4×128 

kB L1 cache. Only two cores of the machine and 3GB RAM are used for the 

experiments. The genetic algorithm implementation was compiled with gcc at 

optimization level -O2. The version of CPLEX is 10.2. All execution times are 

measured in wall clock time. 

 

The target architecture for the experiments is the FTMS320C62x. It is a VLIW 

architecture with two multipliers and six arithmetic units [17]. C62x has two register 

banks and the issue width is 8. Each register bank has 16 registers and 4 functional 

units (M, L, S and D). And it has two cluster paths. 

4.1. Convergence Behaviours of the GA 

The parameters to the GASP are able to be configured in many ways. In this thesis we 

will have a look at 40 different configurations and take the one that appears the best 

configuration for the comparison between ILP and GA. The 40 configurations are 

expressed in Table 4.1: 

 

Population size  Mutation probability  Parent survive 

[25, 50, 100, 200] * [0, 25, 50, 75, 100] * [true, false] 

Table 4.1 Table of configurations combined from population size, mutation 

probability and parent survival.  

 

The graph used for the evaluation is part of the DSP (Digital Signal Processing) utility 

in Mediabench’s[4] mpeg2 decoding and encoding program. It contains 113 IR-nodes 

and 172 edges. The fitness measured in the experiment is the smallest II of the whole 

population.  

 

We divide the configurations into four groups and compare the instances with the 

same population size. The four groups are size=25, size=50, size=100 and size=200. 

The optimization results are presented in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. A figure 

for population size 200 does not exist because the computer used for the experiment 

does not have enough memory. 
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Population size=25, parent survive
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Population size=25, no parent survive
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(ii) 

Figure 4.1 GASP performance comparison among the 10 configurations with 

population size 25. (i) shows the result with parent survive strategy and (ii) shows 

the result without parent survival. (The horizontal axis is the timeline of each 

generation; the vertical axis is the result of fitness function. The lower fitness is 

the better the generated schedule performs. Same with Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3) 
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Population size=50, parent survive
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Population size 50, no parent survive
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(ii) 

Figure 4.2 GASP performance comparison among the 10 configurations with 

population size 50. (i) shows the result with parent survive strategy and (ii) shows 

the result without parent survival. 
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Population size=100, parent survive
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Population size=100, no parent survive
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(ii) 

Figure 4.3 GASP performance comparison among the 10 configurations with 

population size 100. (i) shows the result with parent survive strategy and (ii) 

shows the result without parent survival. 

 

In the Figure 4.1 (i), (ii), Figure 4.2 (i), (ii) and Figure 4.3 (i), (ii), the names of curves in 

the legends are in the pattern of num [N] P num such as 25P50 and 100NP25. The 

first number stands for the size of the population. The number at the end is the 

mutation rate of the population. And the letter(s) in the middle represent the state 
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parent survive strategy where P stands for parent survive and NP stands for no parent 

survive.  

 

In all the 6 diagrams, it is shown that the fitness curves for mutation size 0 and 

mutation size 25 do not continue reproducing to the maximum generation. This is 

because the mutation probability is so low that it generates a stable population that 

does not change for 30 generations. It means that this population either stops 

evolution or will take much more time to reach a fitness point close to the theoretical 

optimization value than populations with greater mutation rate do.  

 

Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show that the population size, mutation rate and 

parent survival do not necessarily generate the occurrence of the best fitness 

individual. However, these three parameters have influence on the populations.  

 

From the comparison of (i) and (ii) in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, it 

demonstrates that the no-parent-survive strategy leads to more volatile fitness changes 

while the parent-survive way leads to a more stable decreasing pattern. This means 

that the no-parent-survive is possible to lead to a major decrease in the fitness value in 

the populations. So the no-parent-survive strategy has more chance to generate a 

better individual.  

 

The comparison among Figure 4.1 (ii), Figure 4.2 (ii) and Figure 4.3 (ii) illustrates 

that the larger the population size is, the smaller the fitness curves fluctuate. This 

means that the standard deviation of the fitness curves in one group shrinks as the 

population size increases. And also the greater population size brings the smaller 

average fitness. These trends also apply to the comparison amount the figures in 

which the parents survive, Figure 4.1 (i), Figure 4.2 (i) and Figure 4.3 (i), though the 

difference is not obvious. This implies that the population with large size is more 

likely to generate better performance individuals.  

 

In Figure 4.1 (i), Figure 4.2 (i) and Figure 4.3 (i), the mutation rate does not have 

obvious influence to the fitness expect for the not finished populations. But from 

Figure 4.1 (ii), Figure 4.2 (ii) and Figure 4.3 (ii) the reader can see that the fitness for 

mutation rate 50 is generally lower than those for mutation rate 75 and 100, and 

mutation rate 75 performs on average slightly better than mutation rate 100. It can be 

illustrated that the smaller mutation rate has more opportunity to generate better 

individual as long as the population keeps evolution and the critical point of this trend 

is somewhere between mutation rate 50 and mutation 25. 

 

With the listed results, we conclude that a population with a big individual number, no 

parent survive and small possibility in mutation rate but not too small to be stable has 

more chance to generate the best individual. In the samples above, the population that 
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meets this condition is with population 100, mutation rate 50 and no parent survive. 

 

Parameter Combination 
SII of the Best 

Individual 

Time 

Consumed (s) 

size=025 mutate=0 no parent survive 122 863 

size=025 mutate=0 parent survive 117 673 

size=025 mutate=25 no parent survive 61 4320 

size=025 mutate=25 parent survive 79 6468 

size=025 mutate=50 no parent survive 44 30321 

size=025 mutate=50 parent survive 62 29479 

size=025 mutate=75 no parent survive 65 37589 

size=025 mutate=75 parent survive 56 32226 

size=025 mutate=100 no parent survive 72 39233 

size=025 mutate=100 parent survive 53 41097 

size=050 mutate=0 no parent survive 117 1352 

size=050 mutate=0 parent survive 121 1724 

size=050 mutate=25 no parent survive 62 9283 

size=050 mutate=25 parent survive 73 6734 

size=050 mutate=50 no parent survive 46 61933 

size=050 mutate=50 parent survive 52 63933 

size=050 mutate=75 no parent survive 50 75211 

size=050 mutate=75 parent survive 53 68292 

size=050 mutate=100 no parent survive 60 77638 

size=050 mutate=100 parent survive 47 79490 

size=100 mutate=0 no parent survive 114 3671 

size=100 mutate=0 parent survive 115 3513 

size=100 mutate=25 no parent survive 52 18843 

size=100 mutate=25 parent survive 53 34983 

size=100 mutate=50 no parent survive 47 108390 

size=100 mutate=50 parent survive 70 14184 

size=100 mutate=75 no parent survive 55 158446 

size=100 mutate=75 parent survive 47 118613 

size=100 mutate=100 no parent survive 60 165152 

size=100 mutate=100 parent survive 50 159168 

Table 4.2 The results of the convergence behaviour experiment.  

 

Since the evolution of the populations is random, we cannot determine which 

combination of parameters can generate the best performance individual. But from the 

result discussed above, we are able to give some combinations which have more 

opportunity to generate the best individual. Table 4.2 shows the SIIs of each parameter 

combination and the total time consumed to achieve the final result.  
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4.2. Performance Comparison between ILP and GA 

From the result of the convergence behaviour experiment, we choose two parameter 

combinations for the comparison between ILP and GA. The two parameter 

combinations are GA0: size=100 mutate=50 no parent survive, and GA1: size=025 

mutate=50 no parent survive. Where GA0 is the set that has more opportunity to 

generate the best individual according to Chapter 4.1 and GA1 is the set that actually 

generates the best individual in the convergence behaviour experiment.  

 

The test cases and the ILP results are chosen from 23 DDGs which are part of 

Eriksson’s [12] ILP performance test cases. The node numbers in the 23 DDGs range 

from 10 nodes to 70 nodes and most of the DDGs range from 30 to 60 nodes. The ILP 

experiment is performed on an Athlon X2 6000+, 64-bit, dual core, 3 GHz processor 

with 4 GB RAM, 1 MB L2 cache, and 2×2×64 kB L1 cache. The machine used for 

the ILP experiment is more powerful than the one used for GASP in both the CPU 

power and memory size. When comparing the results between ILP and GASP, the SII 

values are valid for the comparison because the computer power does not influence 

the SII result. GASP will consume less time if it uses a more powerful machine in the 

experiment. 
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 GA0 (size100 mutate50 nopar) GA1 (size25 mutate50 nopar) ILP   

DDG Size t(s) SII t(s) SII t(s) SII MII 

1-10 17 6 5 6 0 6 6 

11-20 29 11 13 10 8 5 5 

11-20 15 36 16 36 58 36 24 

11-20 182 35 155 36 34 30 26 

11-20 167 36 127 36 57 36 24 

21-30 166 57 46 57 102 56 32 

31-40 2419 41 407 43 260 - 16 

31-40 537 15 71 18 69 17 13 

31-40 3014 42 4508 41 121 - 16 

31-40 1003 42 851 42 116 16 16 

31-40 524 30 122 34 71 26 20 

31-40 914 41 969 40 140 - 16 

41-50 480 25 404 25 86 12 12 

41-50 2830 35 937 35 141 - 24 

41-50 3748 47 11443 37 230 - 16 

41-50 876 37 723 35 103 30 25 

41-50 3483 32 918 37 140 - 21 

41-50 1087 41 245 41 121 - 16 

51-60 1047 46 7793 43 134 - 24 

51-60 3423 43 7805 35 220 - 30 

51-60 21637 76 3610 72 121 - 24 

51-60 11388 19 1364 22 121 - 22 

61-70 16074 20 4643 24 124 - 25 

 

Table 4.3 List of the results among GA0 (size=100 mutate=50 no parent survive), 

GA1 (size=025 mutate=50 no parent survive) and ILP in both time consumed and 

best individual fitness. 

 

Table 4.3 shows that in all the cases in this experiment, GA costs more time than ILP to 

reach the optimized result. The worst time consumed case is 21637 seconds in GA0, 

which costs about 6 days to finish. The average time used in GA0 is 3263 seconds, in 

GA1 is 2051 seconds, and in ILP is 112 seconds. The numbers of cases which 

consume less than 200 seconds are 6 and 8 in GA0 and GA1 respectively. And all the 

cases in ILP that have an optimal result cost less than 200 seconds. And Eriksson[12] 

shows that even DAGs with up to 84 nodes cost ILP to optimize in less than 900 

seconds. As we mentioned above the machine used for GASP is slower than the one 

for ILP, but the speed for GASP may not change significantly enough to perform 

faster than ILP even if they are executed on the same environment.  
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 (GA1 - GA0) (GA1 - ILP) (GA0 - ILP) 

DDG Size SII SII SII 

1-10 0 0 0 

11-20 -1 5 6 

11-20 0 0 0 

11-20 1 6 5 

11-20 0 0 0 

21-30 0 1 1 

31-40 2 No value No value 

31-40 3 1 -2 

31-40 -1 No value No value 

31-40 0 26 26 

31-40 4 8 4 

31-40 -1 No value No value 

41-50 0 13 13 

41-50 0 No value No value 

41-50 -10 No value No value 

41-50 -2 5 7 

41-50 5 No value No value 

41-50 0 No value No value 

51-60 -3 No value No value 

51-60 -8 No value No value 

51-60 -4 No value No value 

51-60 3 No value No value 

61-70 4 No value No value 

Table 4.4 Comparison of the SII results among GA0 (size=100 mutate=50 no 

parent survive), GA1 (size=025 mutate=50 no parent survive) and ILP. 

 

Table 4.4 compares the execution results among GA0, GA1 and ILP. In the comparison 

result readers can see that GA0 and GA1 have smaller differences in SII than they 

have from ILP. In the comparison between GA0 and GA1, the two parameter sets 

have 8 cases with the same SII result, 7 cases where GA0 generates SII smaller than 

GA1 and 8 cases where GA1 generates a better fitness individual. The arithmetic sum 

of (GA1 – GA0) is -8. ILP, however, in this experiment only generates results in 11 

cases which is half of the whole test space. And within these 11 cases, only 7 and 8 

schedules generated by ILP have a performance better than GA1 and GA0 

respectively. 

 

To summarize, in this experiment GA has more possibility to generate individual with 

better fitness than ILP. In the quantity perspective, GA and ILP have equal chance to 

generate schedules better than each other, but GA is able to resolve the cases which 
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ILP is not capable of. However, the inadequacy of GA is that GA consumes about 10 

times more time on average than ILP does. 
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5. Related Work 

The GA for software pipelining experiment presented in this thesis is a verification of 

the feasibility of the extension of GA for modulo scheduling.  

 

Early work of instruction scheduling with a genetic algorithm is done by S. J. Beaty 

[15]. Later M. V. Eriksson, O. Skoog and C. Kessler[13] describe a GA for BB code 

generation on which this thesis is based. Eriksson et al. shows that GA can generate 

schedules which behave similar to that generated by ILP. And GA is capable of 

resolving the cases which ILP can not. However, their results do not present the 

feasibility of a genetic algorithm for software pipelining.  

 

M. V. Eriksson [12] summarizes both GA and ILP for BB code generation and also 

illustrates that ILP is capable of performing modulo scheduling for code generation. 

Eriksson demonstrates that ILP is able to produce a schedule with SII that is close to 

the theoretically most optimized schedule for modulo scheduling. But for some large 

cases, ILP cannot give an optimization solution within a limited time. 

 

F. Blachot, B. D. de Dinechin, and G. Huard [8] presents the SCAN heuristic which 

enables the software pipelining of loops of large size. The concept of the SCAN 

heuristic for software pipelining is to iteratively constrain the problem until the 

problem’s formulation is solvable. Their work presents a different concept of 

increasing the solvability and optimization efficiency to software pipelining. 

 

The work in this thesis is different from the work presented by M. V. Eriksson et al 

[13] in that it aims at using GA to optimize code generation for loops instead of BBs. 

Our work borrows the concept of integrated software pipelining [12]and integrates 

instruction selection, instruction scheduling, and register allocation in the GA model. 

The goal of GASP is the same as of the SCAN heuristic [8], namely to do software 

pipelining of cases for which normal ILP is not capable.  
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6. Conclusions 
 

In this thesis we have studied integrated code generation for software pipelining and 

the feasibility of applying a genetic algorithm to solve the modulo scheduling 

problem.  

 

First, we choose a DDG with a big number of IR node and do the experiment of 

convergence with the DDG using GASP which is extended from GA for BB to 

examine the behaviors of different parameter sets.  

 

Second, we analyze the parameter sets and choose two optimal sets to do the 

comparison experiment with ILP. This is to verify the feasibility of GASP on cases 

that ILP is unable to solve. 

 

The experiment shows that the GASP gives out a result for all the chosen DDGs at 

any point of time that the populations evolve, though the result may not be the most 

optimized that GASP can generate. GASP is able to optimize DDGs that ILP is unable 

to solve within a time limit. The comparison shows that with the DDGs that ILP is 

able to solve, GASP achieves similar solution quality. 
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